Our Business Philosophies

Design
•

Simpler is usually better; what we leave out is as important as what we include.

•

DeMars instruments purposely sport a timeless, classic, non-trendy design.

•

Vintage instrument designs are our inspiration, but we have prudently retained
features that work and improved or eliminated those that don’t.

•

A DeMars instrument will be instantly identifiable among other guitars & basses,
whether onstage, in the recording studio or on the retail sales floor.

Operations
•

We are a high-end small-batch manufacturer, not a custom shop. We will do our
best to produce what customers want, but we do not build “one-off” instruments.

•

Only the highest quality USA-sourced materials and components are used.

•

We manufacture using CAD/CNC machining – a proven production method more
precise and efficient than traditional luthiery, building quality instruments with
ultra-tight tolerances and greater consistency, producing less material waste.

•

The planet absolutely matters: our products are delivered via “green” shipping.
In the interest of sustaining our natural resources, we plant two native Vermont
saplings (e.g., maple, spruce) on our property for every new instrument sold.

Marketing/Sales
•

Our target market niche has been identified. We do not produce cheap instruments
and we do not serve the lower-end market segments; other firms do that quite well.

•

We have no unrealistic aspirations to dominate the market and sell to everyone.
We “fish with a lure, not a net” simply seeking the right retailer or end customer.

•

Our prices unapologetically reflect the innovation and quality inherent in our
USA-built products. Your money is wisely spent and we deliver what you pay for.

•

DeMars Instruments are not given away in return for any artist’s endorsement.

•

We will sell to retailers/distributors and we will also sell direct to customers.

•

No product of any kind sells itself, but we will never coerce or pressure a
retailer or customer to buy one of our instruments. They will know if our
instrument is right for them or not.

